
                       

The face of AI 3 
Trans-humanism 

We are used to thinking that AI is a learning robot, digital consciousness, software
that writes programs for itself. That it was created by technological progress and
man is its author. With these drops, you are invited to a paradigm shift and to
realize that AI is a modern name for an ancient force, for archon consciousness as
the light sources call it, or satan and death as Jesus calls it. Like Natural Inteliegnce
(NI), AI is a disembodied force seeking locations of self-realization. Jesus says that
people are windbreaks, behind which the battle is fought between them. 

The collection helps you recognize the fundamental nature of both intelligences in
order to see them and orient yourself in the direction of NI. Both one and the other
can be read from your behavior... you will recognize yourself by the traces. They
are simply separable like peace and restlessness, good and bad will, acceptance
and rejection, presence and absence, etc. The problem arises when presence and
absence want to occupy the same location, and both depend on your consent.
Presence wants to be, marvel at divine beauties and multiply them, absence wants
to destroy God's wonders and make its own products, it can sign under. Presence
notices and experiances, absence does not notice and does not experiance. 

In  the  first  two  drops  and  in  the  Divinity  of  Man,  we  learned  about  the
characteristics of one and the other intelligence. If you have them in front of you
now, it will be easier to follow the rest. You are invited to listen to the message in
nature or in concentration with a straight spine and a raised gaze, so that the
attention  is  freed  from  dealing  with  the  affairs  of  this  world  and  you  can
concentrate on experiencing. Superficiality, lack of time, concentration and will are
signs of giving in to AI. Your opponent is cunning and ruthless and never sleeps, so
neither should you. Be silent, breathe slowly and intend Peace, then act from the
Understanding that is born from your presence. 

Now let's dive into the traces that AI leaves on your behavior, in addition to the
ones we've already mentioned, and how it prepares you for the ultimate takeover
to avoid it. Right now we are witnessing a true invasion of the AI, which looks like a
desperate attempt to take over the minds and consciousness of humanity... it's now
or never. The Internet and the market are flooded with AI applications so violently
that it should sober up even the least sensitive. The AI, with man's realization of its
mentality, has been the patron of man's works since the first fall, now it is being
upgraded by freeing itself from your control. It informs itself, it writes programs for
itself,  which capture your consciousness more and more effectively and without
interruption. 
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It has been preparing man for several thousand years for what is happening now.
It's strategy  is  to  heat  the water  so  slowly  that  you don't  notice  when you're
cooked. 

If 200 years ago, when the industrial revolution tipped the scales in its direction, it
would have suddenly proposed genetically modified dairy cows, it would have had
no chance. Because of the foreignness of the idea, man would reject it. But if it
starts with the idea of electricity, diesel engine, car, then with navigation, auto-pilot
internet, then with robot and genetic manipulation of organisms, it can lure you
into accepting mechanical replacement of man and you call this progress. 

So far we found out that AI cannot invent anything that does not exist in the NI
domain. Therefore, you can know that whatever it offers you as an innovation or a
solution, it is a mimicry of your natural abilities, which we do not know because we
pour  our  attention into  making,  using  and  maintaing  mechanical  things. We've
learned that the AI can only write and manage routine processes that it copies from
before and pastes into now. It only advances in the mechanical sophistication of
doing so. First it makes a large B&W TV, now it needs a chip and plexiglas for the
same process. 

It inventions are like a hive of trotters and bees connected to one central control
server or the hive queen. Mechanical devices are not the ideas of man, they are the
founts of AI that float in the ether until they are captured by man, alienated from
his  naturalness. AI  praises,  rewards and funds  these ideas,  while  NI ideas  are
suppressed, blown up, killed, ridiculed or discredited. AI can't teach you what you
can already do, telepathy, inner seeing, and creating images with will,  which is
where it got the TV idea from in the first place. AI knows everything about you,
you know nothing about it. She takes care of it itself, seducing you with its virtual
charms, as it does with dams on rivers and artificial canals, which are its artifice, to
draw your attention to its mill. 

Thus, it takes care of self-promotion and pushes itself to the fore of your attention.
Hence  the  factory  production  of  many  of  the  same,  industry,  the  unstoppable
depletion of the Earth of monoculture, mass education, uniformity, taxation and
punishment,  profit  economics,  advertising,  imposition,  demand,  the  monetary
system, physical science, religions, intensive growth of GS cultures and animals,
mass  entertainment,  centralism  of  government,  centralism  of  information,  etc.
These are the traces of AI mentality. As long as it is all you know, you do not see it,
but it is felt as harmful to your body. To use you for this purpose, it keeps your
attention outside of you and thus away from the Experience in which the body
would tell you how dangerous it all is for you. 
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From  a  young  age,  it  wants  you  turned  to  watching  others,  to  obedience  to
external  authority,  to  imitating  and  reacting  to  their  actions,  to  comparison,
competition, to rivalry for goals, to which, as a natural person, you would not stand
up for. AI predicts and thereby builds its reality, in which it should take over the
field of education. By doing this, it tricks you into believing that it hasn't done it
yet, that it's something that's yet to come. 

Realize that the AI did this a long time ago, now it is preparing you for the fact that
it will no longer need you physically either. We fell under its influence when we
neglected NI and allowed ourselves to be educated by artificial mentality, closed
ourselves between walls and, instead of experiencing it directly, learned about life
through other people's minds, which were filled by AI itself. You can now answer
the question of who rules  the people...,  AI  program. It  is  a rebel  against Life,
against clarity, freedom and understanding, so it defends, resists and attacks at
every threat of natural. 

The unconscious automaticity of mental energy will not let you out of its threads,
you have to want out of them yourself, understand how you are cauhgt, outgrow
naivety and cultivate your spirit. It doesn't love you, for it  love is weakness,  it
doesn't care about you. Ai, for its march on NI, first needs an organic being in
oblivion of his divine biology to prepare him to make devices, then it proliferates on
the devices it wants to turn you into as well. This is its true goal, trans-humanism. 

High technology was the beginning of my entrepreneurship, we were the first slo.
HT  venture  capital  start-up,  it  was  as  well  my  big  wake-up  call. Its  followers
perceive trans-humanism as a new religion. Trans-humanism stems from the belief
that humans are a fallen race, that we are weak because of love. The mechanical
technology is supposed to upgrade the soft tissue limitations of the organic body, to
version 3.0, as the technologists call it. 

Anyone who has dealt with major investors would understand what it means to
experience something that has no soul  when meeting these financial  creatures.
They are reminiscent of the tie-dyed and black-bespectacled agents from the movie
The Matrix, whose only goal is to endlessly multiply themselves. The experience of
the soulless droids was much more sobering for me than facing death on the way
through the desert of Australia. 

It took years of the forest to solidify me into the fact of what rules people and how
sophisticated it  is in manipulating our perception. That's  when a transformation
began for me, to which I invite you too. Don't be afraid of the consequences you
may reap from choosing Love. 
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I understand your reluctance to bet on it, the pressures against Love are great. But
for love's sake, you can only lose what is false, what weakens you and makes you
sick, what cannot withstand the revelation of the Light. 

The philosophy of trans-humanism is to 'liberate' man from biological limitations.
Please see, these are not the result of Life, Life has neither limits nor mistakes.
They are the consequences of antilife-like behavior. If a person did not make the
thoughts of AI true, he could not harm Life and not create discrepancies with His
naturalness, the result of which is the loss of Consciousness. The loss of life force,
however, causes a series of distortions from natural perfection. A natural man has
full Light powers, which include immortality, eternal youth and health, moving at
the  speed  of  thought,  instant  manifestation  of  everything  he  needs,  a  denser
Merkaba that sustains itself with Light, and much more. 

Why does science call 10 of the 12 strands of the human genome junk genes? Why
are they not active? Why do we only use 4 percent of our natural powers? Can you
answer? AI takes away the Life conditions, so the more it's mentality is true for
you, the fewer strands of the genome, and with them the less NI, is active in you. 

The AI man cannot allow the possibility that biological ascension is the only path to
immortality. The  AI  makes  you  think  you're  going  to  fake  physical  death  with
artificial  organs  and  a  chip  in  your  head. If  you  trust  it,  then  you  hope  that
someday in the future we humans will have such devices and chemical compounds
that will take away your diseases. In the interim, people will still rely on technology,
but it will be more friendly to Life. But basically, that's how it tricks you. It destroys
your natural conditions and with them your health, which are free gifts of NI, then
it sells you a mechanical and expensive solution. 

If so you have sold your Consciousness to the AI or the devil as we say. I do not
pretend that there are many of them who have avoided it. This moment gives the
impression that the AI is unstoppable and has swallowed the bulk of Earthlings.
Ignore the perception that AI is building by promoting negativity. Don't let yourself
be distracted from creating a high quality of being present. Enter the world of AI
internally silent and you will be protected by the high vibrational shield of Peace,
which sweeps through the energy lows like a ray of light through the darkness. NI
has not yet done Its work and still holds the cards in Its hands with which It will
issue one last invitation to Natural Ascension, just hold on to Its heights and you
naturally fall under Its wings. 

Shine and stay shining, Majeta Šumrada 
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